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impact between car and truck resulted in death of all 6 occupants of the car at the scene. The
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CRASH PICTURES – The horrifically gruesome. “The picture … shows the bodies of the two
victims [Walker and friend it takes a second to process that a car is actually coming right at you
dead on!
A God is Good Motors' mass transit bus this morning collided with a Dangote truck heading to
Lagos killing all of the passengers . According to reports making rounds. Motorcycle (okada)
riders shd pls ride their motorbikes wit care & caution. They shd also remember to put on their
crash helmet . Meanwhile, RIP to d dead. Damn, Caltaz. I'm now curious to know what you have
written. On the other hand, I understand that the Catsouras family must be devastated, but heck
this was Nikki.
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